The influence of correlated protein-water volume fluctuations on the apparent compressibility of proteins determined by ultrasonic velocimetry.
The elasticity of proteins, expressed by the compressibility, is potentially one of the most important properties of proteins because of the close relationship with its functionality. The compressibility of solutions can be determined by measurements of sound velocity and density. These quantities are related by the Newton-Laplace equation. In order to interpret the apparent compressibility of solutes in highly dilute solutions, it is required to consider the relation between compressibility and sound velocity of the solution using an appropriate reference system. The classical approach usually gives too small values for the apparent compressibility when compared with other methods. We show that the difference can partially be explained if the correlated volume fluctuations of the solvent are taken into consideration. A special attention is given to the compressibility of proteins. Finally, the present paper is not intended to replace established approaches, but it wants to create awareness that the classical mixing rules refer to ideal gasses assuming uncorrelated volume fluctuations and that a considerable part of the hydration effects could be explained by correlated volume fluctuations.